
A Message For Today’s Prophets

It’s important that prophets and those with a prophetic mantle align with Heaven every time the spiritual
seasons change. With the reconstruction of the church system, the formation of the new ekklesia, the
manifestation of genuine sons, the manifestation of glory, and the Restoration of All Things, there’s a
great need to find out from the Trinity what needs to change in the way we prophesy.

I  expect most operate as “business as usual” and their main focus is  on hearing accurately and on their
spiritual  journey.  That  was  definitely  my attitude  up  until  I  was  given  a  personal  revelation  of  the
Kingdom. Now it’s alignment with Heaven, and prophecy taking second place.

Here’s a recent message from Father to the prophets about the need for them to change:

“My prophets need to build Me a substantial platform that is large enough for Me to inhabit, to house
and display My glory. My people keep postponing My coming, even with the terminology they use to
praise and worship Me. Very few songs invite Me to come and display My greatness or declare the
power and authority of My presence in the NOW.

My prophets prophesy: ‘There will be a time coming…’ ‘I AM getting ready to…’ ‘A new season will
begin…’ or ‘In two years from now this or that will happen.’ When My prophets prophesy in this
manner, because I honor the words of My prophets, I cannot manifest in a NOW way.

I want to manifest My glory in the NOW!

I am limited to only manifesting in measure because of the small platform they build Me with their
restrictive, futuristic words. I want My people to begin to exaggerate My [prophetic] word, so that I
can begin to enter into and expose My grandeur with a NOW word of faith. My prophets are worried
that if they prophesy a NOW word, I will not come, or it will not happen. Their fear of embarrassment
restrains Me. But My Son, Jesus, became of no reputation. He only did what He saw Me (the Father)
doing.

I want My prophets to speak what they hear Me saying and do what they see Me doing on a grander
scale.” 1

Notice how we quench the Spirit because of our fear, by our attitude, and by our control over how we
prophesy? Notice also that that provides a blockage for the King to work in the Earth.

Our focus  needs  to be on the King, the Kingdom and the King’s plans,  not on prophecy or church
protocols.
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